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New progress on double-glow plasma surface metallurgy technology
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Since the “Double Glow Plasma Surface metallurgy Technology" (Xu-Tec) was

invented in 1980, A large number of experimental studies have proved that the

Xu-Tec process not only can be applied to any solid and non metal chemical elements

in the periodic table to form surface alloys with high hardness, abrasion resistance

and corrosion, but also to form the gradient ceramic layers. In this paper, based on

the Xu-Tec process, the gradient-ceramic layers doped rare-earth (RE) element (e.g.

Er-ZrO

2

 layer) and the large-scale graphene and semiconductor films are introduced.

Due to the surface gradual distribution of chemical element along the depth of the

alloyed layer, the luminescence characteristics of RE-ions in ZrO

2

 are

concentration-dependent. The correlation of the emission intensity with the doping

concentration can be used to determine the optimum Er ions concentration in the

samples. The study have a role important application in the early-warning of material

failure by real-time on-line monitoring without interrupting their service. In addition, the

Xu-Tec process provides a promising alternative for the preparation of the large-scale

graphene, ZnO and graphene/ZnO nanorod composite films on non-metal or soft

metal surfaces, which can be used in photoelectrochemical detection, photocathodic

protection and the ultraviolet (UV) photo-induced surface modification. Our study

suggests for the first time that double-glow plasma-sputtered graphene is not only

successfully prepared on quartz plates and soft metals, but also is introduced into the

surface of ZnO nanorod (ZnONR) composite films. The as-prepared graphene film

exhibited the obvious surface hydration behaviors and the tribological properties

under the UV irradiation. Simultaneously, the preparation of graphene/ZnO nanorod

composite films enhanced the charge transfer on the surface and reduced the

impedance in the solid state interface layer. In a word, we will study more functional

films prepared by Xu-Tec process in the future.
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